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We are Bas(en Colombier and Hubert Trollé, the founders of Rua 
Madeira. Passionate about Brazilian design, we travel the wild roads of this 
beau(ful country in search of iconic furniture. We are happy to share our 
discoveries and our passion for quality design furniture. Timeless furniture 
made to last, which our customers will be happy to pass on to future 
genera(ons. Exclusive and accessible high-end furniture, that you won't find 
anywhere else.

We have the pleasure to meet each of our ar(sans regularly. This allows us to 
validate all the manufacturing processes. From the selec(on of eco-
responsible wood and other materials to packaging. Each product in our 
collec(on has passed through our hands, which allows us to ensure the best 
quality.

Experts in excep(onal Brazilian design furniture, we partner with the best
Brazilian ar(sans to bring original and unique high-quality furniture. Our
pieces bring a unique design and a warm side to your interior. RespecKul of
nature, our craLsmen use wood from eco-responsible management.

Brazilian design is la crème de la crème. From mid-century style to modern
lines, the crea(vity of Brazilian designers is endless. Using natural resources,
tropical hardwoods and understanding the need for comfort and beauty, our
designers and ar(sans produce furniture and design for everyone ; Light,
vibrant, rich and comfortable. This crea(vity is what drives Rua Madeira to
always go further to meet with the most talented designers and ar(sans.

Please enjoy our pieces and do not hesitate to get in touch with us for any of
your project, we will be happy to collaborate.

Best regards,

Hubert & Bas(en,

Co-Founders of Rua Madeira
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Armchairs
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Signed designer piece : Andre Gurgel & Felipe 
Bezerra

Andre Gurgel and Felipe Bezerra designed the 
armchair Duna in tribute to the beau<ful region 
where they both are from in Brazil.

The Duna armchair was designed under the 
inspira<on of the organic shape of the dunes that 
surround the region of Natal in Brazil. The armchair 
is made of Brazilian wood, with a Freijó finish, a 
typical Brazilian wood that also has nuances of 
colors from the sands of the region. It stands out for 
its lightness, combining technology and art with a 
sculptural piece.

Comfortable, soI and exclusive, the Duna armchair 
is a piece of art that stays in the mind of anybody 
that sees it.

Duna

Characteris*cs :

Structure : Brazilian wood Riga Pine plywood

The Riga Pine wood is rich in resin has a warm 
yellow to light red colouring. It is an excellent and 
much prized construc<on <mber for use in both 
interior and exterior furniture. The Riga Pine 
wood has minimal warping and is soI and very 
durable.

Dimensions :
Height 62 cm | 25 in
Width 90 cm | 36 in
Depth 94 cm | 37 in
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Rua Madeira completes its collec<on with this 
armchair classique chic with generous propor<ons.

Everything in this armchair expresses the line, the 
angle, the square with refinement and elegance. 
Knowing how to stand up straight while remaining 
welcoming and generous: the Maia armchair knows 
how to do both with virtuosity. A serious look to be 
heckled with the colour of the seat. 

The combina<on of the fabric and wood is very well 
done. Par<cular a^en<on has been paid to the 
choice of noble materials and to the finishing 
touches and details in order to offer a high quality 
product.  The small plus: the cushions are 
removable. Perfect to enhance your interior and 
give it a li^le vintage and design side at the same 
<me. Installed in your living room or bedroom, it 
will become a key piece of your decora<on. You can 
be sure that it will a^ract the eye and will make 
people envious.

Maïa

Material

Armchair structure in solid Brazilian Teak wood

Genuine leather buckles

Upholstered seat cushion

Cushions: Co^on/Polyester

Dimensions :
Height 92 cm
Width 80 cm
Depth 86 cm
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This armchair is inspired by the iconic 1949 Brazilian 
design drawn by Jorge Zalszupin, who is considered 
to be one of the best modern Brazillian designers. Its 
crea<on deserves to be highlighted in any selec<on 
of the best chairs by Brazilian designers. The design 
of the armchair is delicate and harmonious, with 
front arms and feet that recall the columns of Oscar 
Niemeyer's Palácio da Alvorada. Born in Poland, 
Zalszupin moved to Brazil in 1949 to set up his design 
office and gained recogni<on thanks to his 
impeccable finish and complete understanding of 
modern designs, full of curves and lines, giving 
movement to the pieces.

Jorge

Characteris*cs :

Structure : Solid Brazilian wood Guajuvira
Upholstered seat cushion
Cushions: Coton/Polyester

Guajuvira (Patagonula americana) is a very 
durable and sturdy wood species with a dis<nct 
contrast of dark and light coloura<on that makes 
it the perfect choice for a wide variety of looks, 
whether that be rus<c or high-end contemporary. 
Na<ve to Brazil, Argen<na, and Paraguay, 
Guajuvira’s colouring consists of off-white to 
brown sapwood hues and shades of dark browns 
and almost black heartwood hues. Its grain is a 
mix of irregular pa^erns and straight grain with a 
sa<n smooth luster finish. 

Each Guajuvira solid wood piece is dis<nc<ve with 
its own characteris<cs and imperfec<ons. These 
unique imperfec<ons bring out the inherent 
beauty in your piece. These natural traits set your 
product apart from other cookie cu^er furnishing 
choices, and will quickly become a focal point of 
discussion in your home.

Dimensions :
Height 76 cm | 30 in
Width 64 cm | 26 in
Depth 82 cm | 33 in
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Signed designer piece : Sergio Ba<sta

The Velo Armchair designed by the Brazilian designer 
Sergio Ba<sta mixes dis<nct styles to provide a unique but 
<meless design. Its structure is solid wood, craIed with 
the best techniques of wood working. Its anatomical 
wood-paneled seat makes it a very comfortable piece.

The Velo armchair brings a modern look to a consecrated 
style.

Velo

Characteris*cs :

Armchair with structure in solid Brazilian Teak 
wood with seat and backrest in anatomical 
plywood plates. The assembly of the product has 
steel clips, providing great resistance and 
avoiding creaking.

Dimensions :
Height 79 cm | 32 in
Width 67 cm | 27 in
Depth 65 cm | 26 in
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Signed designer piece : Regis Padilha

The Mar armchair has straight and angled lines proposing 
a geometric contrast of modern style, which was 
introduced in Brazil in the 1950s and 1960s. Designer 
Regis Padilha selected the jequi<bá wood for its 
mechanical proper<es as well as the clean and 
homogeneous visual it provides. The finish is a colourless 
ma^e and polished only with natural oils. The ergonomic 
seat angle and backrest aligned with the curves make it 
highly comfortable for any living space.

Mar

Characteris*cs :

Brazilian wood: Jequi<bá

Jequi<bá wood originates in South and Central 
America, including Brazil, Venezuela, and 
Colombia. Commonly found in forests growing on 
lower slopes and well-watered valleys. Its 
heartwood ranging in colour from light beige-tan, 
to reddish or purplish brown, some<mes with 
darker streaks usually not sharply dis<nguished 
from the pale brown sapwood. Its grain is straight 
to interlocked with moderate texture and sheen, 
without dis<nc<ve odor or taste. Jequi<bá wood 
is very durable and has good resistance to dry-
wood  termite a^acks.

Dimensions :
Height 67 cm | 27 in
Width 69 cm | 28 in
Depth 70 cm | 28 in
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Signed designer piece : Bruno Faucz

D. Catarina Award winning piece, the Cora armchair 
features smooth organic wood lines, rope detailing, and 
bronze toned metal hardware, all of which provide 
lightness and sophis<ca<on. An authen<c piece by the 
hands of the talented designer Bruno Faucz, which 
honors classic Brazilian furniture design. The construc<on 
of the Cora armchair exemplifies the importance of 
details, both in design and complex manufacturing. 
Elevate your home and/or professional space with this 
elegant award-winning piece. Take it wherever your 
imagina<on takes you. 

The Tauari lumber receives a special treatment which 
enhances the wood grains and provides resistance. Thanks 
to its ergonomic structure, this armchair is as func<onal as 
it is visually pleasing. Its foam sea<ng and backing offer 
great support to the body.

Cora

Characteris*cs :

Structure : Solid Brazilian wood Tauari
Detail finish in Natural Leather

Tauari, also known as Brazilian Oak, is comparable 
to North American Red Oak, but 13% harder. Its 
colours range from off-white to medium brown, 
with a medium graining pa^ern and low luster. 
Tauari wood provides the highly sought aIer 
"wheat" colour associated with domes<c oak. In 
addi<on to being visually appealing, this 
hardwood is also resistant to decay, insects, and 
other impacts, ensuring long las<ng use of your 
Tauari wood product.

Dimensions :
Height 81 cm | 32 in
Width 77 cm | 31 in
Depth 83 cm | 33 in
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Signed designer piece : Fabricio Roncca

A relaxed, playful, and refined design. The Fofa
armchair is the purest inspira<on of Brazilian 
design, the result of work from unique aesthe<c 
references to na<onal art. A simple tribute to the 
great masters of Brazilian design from the 
modernist avant-garde.

Fofa

Characteris*cs :

Structure : Solid Brazilian wood Tauari
Cushions : Coton/Polyester

Tauari, also known as Brazilian Oak, is comparable 
to North American Red Oak, but 13% harder. Its 
colours range from off-white to medium brown, 
with a medium graining pa^ern and low luster. 
Tauari wood provides the highly sought aIer 
"wheat" colour typically associated with domes<c 
oak. In addi<on to being visually appealing, this 
hardwood is also resistant to decay, insects, and 
other impacts, ensuring long las<ng use of your 
Tauari wood product.

Dimensions armchair :
Height 70 cm | 28 in
Width 85 cm | 34 in
Depth 98 cm | 39 in
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Dimensions footstool :
Height 49 cm | 20 in
Width 68 cm | 27 in
Depth 68 cm | 27 in
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The Rino armchair is inspired by the Iconic Brazilian design 
drawn by Rino Levi in the 1950s. The balanced 
composi<on between the handcraIed weave and the 
geometric shape of the structure give it a light, relaxed, 
and unpreten<ously elegant look.

An object that uses simple produc<on processes, 
providing comfort and striking visuals.

Rino

Characteris*cs :

Structure : Solid Brazilian wood Guajuvira
Backrest in natural straws
Upholstered seat cushion

Guajuvira (Patagonula americana) is a very 
durable and sturdy wood species with a dis<nct 
contrast of dark and light coloura<on that makes 
it the perfect choice for a wide variety of looks, 
whether that be rus<c or high-end contemporary. 
Na<ve to Brazil, Argen<na, and Paraguay, 
Guajuvira’s colouring consists of off-white to 
brown sapwood hues and shades of dark browns 
and almost black heartwood hues. Its grain is a 
mix of irregular pa^erns and straight grain with a 
sa<n smooth luster finish. 

Dimensions :
Height 78 cm | 31 in
Width 68 cm | 27 in
Depth 79 cm | 32 in
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The Cobra armchair design was inspired by 
Giuseppe Scapinelli's style. Both sensual 
and daring, the lines of the Cobra armchair 
are imbued with a <meless elegance 
twisted with a sensual and playful touch. 
Giuseppe Scapinelli's design, influenced by 
his ar<s<c background, earned him 
immediate recogni<on within the design 
community. This armchair is a tribute to 
his strong iden<ty and his unexpected, 
rather futuris<c crea<ons.

The Cobra armchair is both func<onal and 
pleasant to look at. An elegant piece to 
complete the decora<on of your space.

Cobra

Characteris*cs :

Structure : Solid Brazilian wood Eucalyptus

A striking wood sourced in Brazil, Eucalyptus 
Grandis has a dis<nc<ve coloura<on ranging from 
pale pink to reddish-brown. Eucalyptus' grain is 
straight and interlocked, with a coarse and 
uniform texture. Eucalyptus is highly resistant to 
impacts such as rotng and decay. With a Janka
hardness  ra<ng of 1,125, it has the ability to 
resist surface level impacts (scratches, dents, etc) 
in busy spaces. Highly exclusive, eucalyptus 
maintains its elegance and effortlessly 
complements various decor styles.

Dimensions :
Height 76 cm | 30 in
Width 75 cm | 30 in
Depth 82 cm | 33 in
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Inspired by 1960s Brazilian design, the Giratoria armchair 
features a prac<cal and efficient wooden swivel base, 
providing purpose and sophis<ca<on.

The Giratoria armchair has sinuous organic lines, 
transla<ng the essence of well-being into the piece. The 
natural wood details of the armrests give strength and 
unique personality to the design, providing comfort and 
fluidity to the armchair.

Giratoria

Characteris*cs :

Structure : Solid Brazilian wood Eucalyptus

A striking wood sourced in Brazil, Eucalyptus 
Grandis has a dis<nc<ve coloura<on ranging from 
pale pink to reddish-brown. Eucalyptus' grain is 
straight and interlocked, with a coarse and 
uniform texture. Eucalyptus is highly resistant to 
impacts such as rotng and decay. With a Janka
hardness  ra<ng of 1,125, it has the ability to 
resist surface level impacts (scratches, dents, etc) 
in busy spaces. Highly exclusive, eucalyptus 
maintains its elegance and effortlessly 
complements various decor styles.

Dimensions :
Height 80 cm | 32 in
Width 69 cm | 28 in
Depth 70 cm | 28 in
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The Costela armchair, inspired by the designs of Mar<n 
Eisler and Carlo Hauner, known for their elegant and 
curvilinear lines in 1956. Its tradi<onal Brazilian design is 
enhanced by its structure made with metal and slats in 
Eucalyptus plywood. The cushions make this piece as 
comfortable as it is beau<ful.

This armchair adds a cozy feeling to a variety of different 
interior design styles. Its peculiar structure guarantees a 
beau<ful highlight in any space. Versa<le and simple, the 
Costela armchair can fit in different environments such as 
the living room, dining room, bedrooms, entrance hall, 
office, as well as covered terraces and balconies.

Costela

Characteris*cs :

Structure : Eucalyptus plywood
Legs : Steel
Cushions : Flocks of foam

A striking wood sourced in Brazil, Eucalyptus 
Grandis has a dis<nc<ve coloura<on ranging from 
pale pink to reddish-brown. Eucalyptus' grain is 
straight and interlocked, with a coarse and 
uniform texture. Eucalyptus is highly resistant to 
impacts such as rotng and decay. With a Janka
hardness  ra<ng of 1,125, it has the ability to 
resist surface level impacts (scratches, dents, etc) 
in busy spaces. Highly exclusive, eucalyptus 
maintains its elegance and effortlessly 
complements various decor styles.

Dimensions :
Armchair
Height 88 cm | 35 in
Width 67 cm | 27 in
Depth 85 cm | 34 in

Footstool
Height 46 cm | 19 in
Width 67 cm | 27 in
Depth 58 cm | 23 in
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Chairs and Stools
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Iconic Brazilian chair inspired by the design of Carlo 
Hauner and Mar<n Eisler from 1954.

Carla presents itself with a light and elegant look. The seat 
and backrest in natural straw convey the warmth of a 
handcraIed touch. It is perfect not only for residen<al 
environments, but also for refined cafes, restaurants and 
reading rooms.

Carla & Carla Obscura

Characteris*cs :

Structure : Solid Brazilian Guajuvira wood
Backrest in Natural straws
Carla seat : Natural straws
Carla Obscura seat : Upholstered seat rest 100% 
poly an< stain fabric

Dimensions :
Height 82 cm | 33 in
Width 43 cm | 17 in
Depth 53 cm | 21 in
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The Corda chair brings conviviality and 
expression to your dining room. 

Its design unites different elements in a 
harmonious whole: soIness of the seat and 
backrest crea<ng an enveloping shell, solid 
wooden structure, and the handcraIed braiding 
of the rope. The Corda chair will bring an 
elegant touch to your dining room.

Corda

Characteris*cs :
Structure: Brazilian solid wood Tauari

Tauari, also known as Brazilian Oak, is comparable 
to North American Red Oak, but 13% harder. Its 
colours range from off-white to medium brown, 
with a medium graining pa^ern and low luster. 
Tauari wood provides the highly sought aIer 
"wheat" colour associated with domes<c oak. In 
addi<on to being visually appealing, this 
hardwood is also resistant to decay, insects, and 
other impacts, ensuring long las<ng use of your 
Tauari wood product.

Dimensions :
Height 81 cm | 32 in
Width 58 cm | 23 in
Depth 47 cm | 19 in
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Minimalist and contemporary, inspired by the most 
Brazilian lines, the Madalena chair was born. Its organic 
and light shape allows the wood to be the protagonist of 
the piece without leaving aside the upholstery and 
backrest.

Madalena

Characteris*cs :
Structure: Solid Brazilian Teak     
Fabric: Co^on/Polyester

Solid wood structure. Its seat is upholstered in 
high-density foam, while the back is upholstered 
in medium-density foam.

Dimensions :
Height 84.2 cm | 33 in
Depth 60 cm | 23 in
Width 57,6 cm | 22 in
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Matching with the Madalena chair, minimalist and 
contemporary, inspired by the most Brazilian lines, the 
Grande

Madalena chair was born. Its organic and light shape 
allows the wood to be the protagonist of the piece 
without leaving aside the upholstery and backrest.

Grande Madalena

Characteris*cs :
Structure: Solid Brazilian Teak     
Fabric: Co^on/Polyester
=> Colors can be matched with the dining chairs

Dimensions :
Height of the seat 77.3 cm | 30 in

or   67,3 cm | 26 in
Depth 56,6 cm | 22,9 in
Width 57,6 cm | 22 in
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The Sergio stool takes inspira<on from the Mocho stool, 
one of the first notable pieces by classic Brazilian furniture 
designer, Sérgio Rodrigues. Rodrigues was moved at the 
sight of a woman in the Brazilian countryside milking a 
cow, which mo<vated his ini<al sculpt of the Mocho
milking stool in solid wood. This effortlessly simple and 
soI piece features a round seat and three legs. The early 
1954 version of the Mocho had a deeper seat and a small, 
well-fitng cushion. AIer market modifica<ons shiIed its 
design, the depth of the seat decreased and Sergio 
removed the cushion, leaving the seat more natural.

Sergio

Characteris*cs :

Solid Brazilian wood Guajuvira

Guajuvira (Patagonula americana) is a very 
durable and sturdy wood species with a dis<nct 
contrast of dark and light coloura<on that makes 
it the perfect choice for a wide variety of looks, 
whether that be rus<c or high-end contemporary. 
Na<ve to Brazil, Argen<na, and Paraguay, 
Guajuvira’s colouring consists of off-white to 
brown sapwood hues and shades of dark browns 
and almost black heartwood hues. Its grain is a 
mix of irregular pa^erns and straight grain with a 
sa<n smooth luster finish. Dimensions :

Height 43 cm | 17 in
Width 47 cm | 19 in
Depth 47 cm | 19 in
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Discover the allure of "Musa," an exquisite bench inspired 
by the mid-century style and designed by the celebrated 
Brazilian ar<st, Luciano Santelli. This cap<va<ng piece 
seamlessly blends the iconic curves of Brazilian design 
with the sophis<ca<on of mid-century aesthe<cs, crea<ng 
a statement piece for your space.

Elevate your interior with the <meless beauty of "Musa." 
Experience the perfect blend of Brazilian ar<stry and mid-
century charm, bringing a touch of ar<s<c brilliance into 
your home. Embrace the essence of design excellence 
with "Musa" by Luciano Santelli.

Musa

Characteris*cs :

Veneer: Pau Ferro
Sturcture: Plywood American Oak

Pau Ferro (some<mes called Morado wood, 
Bolivan Rosewood or Santos Rosewood) is a 
South American exo<c wood.  It has a somewhat 
similar appearance to Honduras Rosewood but is 
not a related species. Prized for its beauty and 
density, Pau Ferro is a popular musical instrument 
tonewood used by famous instrument brands 
such as Fender.

Dimensions :
Height of the seat 43 cm
Height total 60 cm
Width 180 cm
Depth 40 cm
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Coffee and Side Tables
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The Rosa coffee table has been constructed with 
three geometric grooves which meet in the 
centre of the table. This composi<on and 
structure has many unique characteris<cs, the 
highlights of which include: quality, originality 
and versa<lity. Using high quality plywood 
coated in natural veneer, its form is ideal for 
modern, abstract environments with an 
innova<ve essence.

Rosa

Characteris*cs :

Brazilian cinnamon wood

Cinnamon is a lightweight to medium-weight 
hardwood. The heartwood varies in colour from 
greyish-green to pinkish, reddish or pale brown, 
some<mes turning to red-brown or walnut-brown 
on exposure, and is usually not dis<nctly 
demarcated from the straw-coloured, pale pink or 
pale brown sapwood. The grain is straight to 
moderately interlocked, texture moderately fine 
and even. Cinnamon wood is ranked amongst the 
more durable woods.

Dimensions :
Height 27 cm | 11 in
Width 110 cm | 44 in
Depth 110 cm | 44 in
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Elevate your living space with the exquisite 
simplicity of "Jobimina," a coffee table craIed from 
solid Brazilian wood. Its sleek design features 
rounded angles, adding a touch of soIness to its 
contemporary aesthe<c. The table, named aIer the 
legendary Brazilian musician Antonio Carlos Jobim, 
embodies the essence of Brazilian craIsmanship 
and elegance.

Jobimina

Characteris*cs :

Solid Brazilian wood Hovenia.

Hovenia dulcis, the Japanese raisin tree or 
oriental raisin tree, is a hardy tree that grows in 
Brazil, growing preferably in a sunny posi<on on 
moist sandy or loamy soils. The tree known for its 
health benefits when consumed in tea, 
introduced as an ornamental tree to several 
countries, also bears edible fruit.Dimensions :

150 x 100 x 35 cm | 59 x 39,3 x 13,7”
180 x 100 x 35 cm | 70,8 x 39,3 x 13,7”
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The Onora coffee table is minimalis<c and 
unique. The cinnamon curves bring lightness and 
warmth to the product. This modern table 
adapts to any environment and is ideal for 
having a coffee or tea with good friends. The 
handmade curves creates value to the table 
making it a unique piece that you will not find 
elsewhere.

Onora

Dimensions :
Height 32 cm | 13 in
Width 141 cm | 56 in
Depth 61 cm | 24 in

48

Characteris*cs :

Brazilian cinnamon wood

Cinnamon is a lightweight to medium-weight 
hardwood. The heartwood varies in colour from 
greyish-green to pinkish, reddish or pale brown, 
some<mes turning to red-brown or walnut-brown 
on exposure, and is usually not dis<nctly 
demarcated from the straw-coloured, pale pink or 
pale brown sapwood. The grain is straight to 
moderately interlocked, texture moderately fine 
and even. Cinnamon wood is ranked amongst the 
more durable woods.
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Signed designer piece : Theo Egami, 

Introducing Linos, a masterpiece of design and 
craIsmanship that transcends the ordinary coffee 
table. Me<culously craIed in Brazil, Linos captures 
the essence of 50s style with its sleek and <meless 
silhoue^e. The table features a stunning Pau Ferro 
wood veneer, known for its rich and lustrous grain, 
adding a touch of warmth and sophis<ca<on to any 
living space..

Designed by the renowned Theo Egami, Linos is a 
testament to his commitment to excellence and 
passion for mid-century aesthe<cs. Whether you're 
enjoying a quiet evening alone or entertaining 
guests, Linos provides the perfect focal point for 
your living room. Elevate your space with Linos –
where <meless design meets Brazilian 
craIsmanship.

Linos

Dimensions :
140 x 70 x 33 cm
160 x 90 x 33 cm
180 x 90 x 33 cm
120 x 120 x 33 cm
140 x 140 x 33 cm
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The design of the Gousse side table makes it a 
very versa<le furniture as it elegantly adds a clean 
and in<mate touch to your environment. The 
materials and details of its curves and bronze top 
mirror ar<culate and generate a single form, 
simple and monolithic but with a lot of texture. 
Suitable both for the home and for decora<ng 
restaurants, cafes, lobbies as well as corporate 
environments.

Gousse

Characteris*cs :

Structure: Solid Brasilian wood Taeda
thermotreated
Mirror top

The Taeda wood is rich in resin has a warm yellow 
to light red colouring. It is an excellent and much 
prized construc<on <mber for use in both interior 
and exterior furnitures. The Taeda wood has 
minimal warping and is soI and very durable.

Dimensions :
Height 62 cm | 25 in
Width 70 cm | 28 in
Depth 70 cm | 28 in
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Uno, Due, Tre – a trio of side tables that 
seamlessly blend form and func<on, bringing a 
touch of Brazilian elegance to your living space. 
CraIed with precision from the finest Tauari solid 
wood, these tables exude natural beauty and 
durability, showcasing the richness of the 
material.

Designed by the visionary Bruno Faucz, this set 
embodies a perfect fusion of modern aesthe<cs 
and <meless craIsmanship. Each table features a 
top craIed from genuine leather, adding a 
luxurious texture and sophis<cated touch to the 
ensemble.

Uno, Due, Tre can be purchased individually, 
allowing you to personalize your space with a 
single accent table or as a cohesive set for a 
harmonious display. Whether used as individual 
statement pieces or together for a unified look, 
these side tables effortlessly elevate your home 
decor.

Uno, Due, Tre 

Dimensions :
Tall Table :
Height 55 cm 
Diameter 36 cm

Medium Table :
Height 52 cm 
Diameter 44 cm

Small Table :
Height 49 cm 
Diameter 30 cm
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Tables and Desks
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Elevate your living space with the exquisite 
simplicity of "Jobim," a dining table craIed 
from solid Brazilian wood. Its sleek design 
features rounded angles, adding a touch of 
soIness to its contemporary aesthe<c. The 
table, named aIer the legendary Brazilian 
musician Antonio Carlos Jobim, embodies 
the essence of Brazilian craIsmanship and 
elegance.

Jobim

Characteris*cs :

Solid Brazilian wood Hovenia.

Hovenia dulcis, the Japanese raisin tree or 
oriental raisin tree, is a hardy tree that grows in 
Brazil, growing preferably in a sunny posi<on on 
moist sandy or loamy soils. The tree known for its 
health benefits when consumed in tea, 
introduced as an ornamental tree to several 
countries, also bears edible fruit.

Dimensions :
150 x 150 x 76 cm | 59 x 59 x 29,9 in
180 x 100 x 76 cm | 70,8 x 39,3 x 29,9 in
220 x 110 x 76 cm | 86,6 x 43,3 x 29,9 in
260 x 120 x 76 cm | 102,3 x 47,2 x 29,9 in
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Through simple lines and angular details, the Janta dining 
table is elegantly slender. On the sides the mee<ng of the 
angles creates an interes<ng detail and the angled legs 
finish consolidate a contemporary composi<on. The 
lightness of its design involves precise and rigorous work, 
in-depth knowledge of materials and manufacturing tools.

Masterpiece in the dining room, this furniture with a 
simple and func<onal design will fit elegantly in your 
decor.

Janta

Characteris*cs :

Top : Veneer American Oak
Legs : Solid Brazilian wood Grandis

Dimensions :
Height 76 cm | 30 in
Width 180 cm | 71 in
Depth 90 cm | 36 in
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Inspired by the Brazilian modernist design of the 
1950s, the Oscaro desk is a handcraIed 
reinterpreta<on of u<litarian modernist furniture. 
Modernist design is one of the most influen<al 
movements in Brazilian design. Among the main 
names of modernist designers are Lina Bo Bardi, 
Vilanova Ar<gas, Oscar Niemeyer and a few others. 
With efficient and strong shapes, the top is firmly 
supported on its feet, defining the aesthe<cs of the 
desk, together with the warm materials and the rich 
tones of these colours. Being minimalist, this piece 
is adapted to different types of environments, such 
as a work table, dressing table or sideboard...

Oscaro

Characteris*cs :

Top : Veneer American Oak
Legs : Solid Brazilian wood Grandis
Drawer unit : Legs in solid Brazilian wood Grandis 
and veneer American Oak top

Dimensions :
Height 78 cm | 31 in
Width 150 cm | 59 in
Depth 60 cm | 24 in
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On demand we produce 
amazing natural table.
Please contact us.
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Design lamp that radiates contemporary 
charm and Brazilian craIsmanship. 
CraIed with precision from exquisite 
walnut veneer, this lamp exudes warmth 
and sophis<ca<on, adding a touch of 
natural elegance to any space.

Available in two sizes, Gil offers versa<lity 
to suit your ligh<ng needs. Choose the 
floor lamp for a statement piece that 
gracefully illuminates larger areas, or opt 
for the desk lamp to bring style and 
func<onality to your workspace.

Gil

Dimensions :
Floor lamp:
Height 178 cm | 70.1 in
Width 56 cm | 22 in

Desk lamp:
Height 53 cm | 20.9 in
Width 29 cm | 11.4 in
Or
Height  74 cm | 29.1 in
Width  40 cm | 15.7 in
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Small version
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Extraordinary lamp that marries 
innova<on and Brazilian craIsmanship. 
Imbued with the essence of Imbuia 
veneer, this lamp showcases a 
mesmerizing spin geometrical design, 
adding a dynamic and contemporary flair 
to your space. CraIed in Brazil, Gal is a 
harmonious blend of tradi<on and 
modernity.

Gal

Dimensions :
Floor lamp:
Height 165 cm | 65 in
Width 70 cm | 27.5 in

Desk lamp:
Height 73 cm | 28.7 in
Width 40 cm | 15.7 in
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Trade Offer
We work within the hospitality and residen<al interior design industry. In addi<on to our line that we 
have in stock, we offer a passionate and professional trade service to cater for all furniture 
requirements in projects of all sizes.

A turnkey offer to furnish your spaces from head to toe. Sofas, beds, chairs, rugs...everything you 
need. From your plans or photos, our interior design service will send you sugges>ons according to 
your tastes as well as a complete es>mate. Delivery to you directly from Brazil 3 months aCer 
order!

On request we can provide you with our full trade catalogue to give you a beGer overview of our 
offer. 

As an example, we have furnished this magnificent villa from head to toe, all interior and exterior 
spaces; decora<ve pieces, beds, sofas, chairs, rugs, everything. Aligning our company values and 
specialty for visual design with our clients’ tastes, a partnership which allowed us to bring this 
beau<ful space to life. Modern, func<onal, and customized high-end furniture to perfectly suit their 
lifestyle and environment. More details on our website!
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Respect of our planet

We ensure that the most environmentally impac|ul 

materials we use are 100% sustainably sourced. 

Meaning that we only use wood that comes from 

areas of legal extrac<on or reforesta<on. All our 

wood have the Document of Forest Origin (DOF, 

Documento de Origem Florestal) or FSC. The DOF is 

issued by IBAMA (Brazilian Ins<tute of Environment 

and Renewable Natural Resources).
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The excellence of our products is intricately <ed to both the superior quality of the materials employed, 

specifically the careful selec<on of premium Brazilian woods, and the me<culousness of our manufacturing 

process. To uphold these standards, we consistently engage in on-site visits to collaborate closely with our 

skilled craIsmen. Presented below is a glimpse into the ongoing produc<on of our Jorge armchair.

Quality Control



Contact us

S.A.S Rua Madeira

7 Allée des Hauts de Saint-Josse
62 170 Saint-Josse

France

+33 6 26 26 59 18

Contact@ruamadeira.com

www.ruamadeira.fr

Bas<en Colombier & 
Hubert Trollé, Co-Founders 
of Rua Madeira. Here on 
the wild roads in Brazil to 
meet with their ar<sans.

Rua Madeira LTD
Jardin House FL 8

Stead Street
London SE17 1BS
United Kingdom

+44 7437 484 217

Contact@ruamadeira.com

www.ruamadeira.com
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